Sin - In Final Fantasy X, Tidus’s father, Jecht, was transformed into the giant monster known as Sin, leading to Auron’s famous terse explanation that “Sin is Jecht.”

25  (1 + sqrt(5)) / 2 - The exact value of the golden ratio (approx. 1.618), the number which is equal to its reciprocal plus one. This value is typically represented by the Greek letter phi.

27  Extreme Decapede - In the PS2 game Dance Dance Revolution Extreme, the one song with a ten-foot difficulty rating is called “The Legend of Max.”

30  First Roll of Combat - In most tabletop RPG systems, the first roll that takes place in a round of combat is initiative.

32  Lesbian Poet - The ancient poet Sappho lived on the Greek island of Lesbos and wrote about girl-on-girl lovin’, which is cited as the origin of the word “lesbian.”

34  Lion War Location - In Final Fantasy Tactics, the Lion War took place in a land called Ivalice.

42  Big Composer of Small Fugue - Among J.S. Bach’s insanely vast number of compositions was one known as “Little Fugue in G Minor.”